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Sparse Grids: Recent Developments For Elliptic
Partial Differential Equations

Hans-Joachim Bungartz and Thomas Dornseifer�
February 11, 1997

Abstract

Efficient discretization techniques are of crucial importance for most types of prob-
lems in numerical mathematics, starting from tasks like howto define sets of points to
approximate, interpolate, or integrate certain classes offunctions as good as possible,
up to the numerical solution of differential equations. Introduced by Zenger in 1990 and
based on hierarchical tensor product approximation spaces, sparse grids have turned out
to be a very efficient approach in order to improve the ratio ofinvested storage and
computing time to the achieved accuracy for many problems inthe areas mentioned
above.

In this paper, we discuss two new algorithmic developments concerning the sparse
grid finite element discretization of elliptic partial differential equations. First, a method
for the numerical treatment of the general linear elliptic differential operator of sec-
ond order is presented which, with the help of mapping techniques, allows to tackle
problems on more complicated geometries. Second, we leave the approximation space
of the piecewise multilinear functions and introduce hierarchical polynomial bases of
piecewise arbitrary degree that lead to a very straightforward and efficient access to an
approximation of higher order on sparse grids.

Both algorithms discussed here have been designed in a unidirectional way that
allows the recursive reduction of the generald-dimensional case to the simpler 1 D one
and, thus, the formulation of programs for arbitraryd.

1 Introduction

Though the idea of using hierarchical representations of functions for tasks like interpolation
or numerical quadrature has a long tradition that at least goes back to Archimedes’ attempts
to integrate1 � x2 over [�1; 1], it was not before the eighties of our century that a hierar-
chical approach was studied in detail for a p. d. e. or, to be more precise, a finite element
context [5, 29]. One of the main advantages of hierarchical bases compared with standard
nodal point bases is probably the fact that the basis gets a multilevel structure. I. e., we can
now distinguish between high-level basis functions with a large support that usually(in the�Institut für Informatik, Technische Universität München, D - 80290 München, Germany; e-mail:fbungartz,dornseifg@informatik.tu-muenchen.de. This work has been supported by the Bay-
erische Forschungsstiftung via FORTWIHR – The Bavarian Consortium for HPSC.
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smooth case, at least) already contain a significant part of the information, and functions
living on lower levels whose contribution to an interpolant or a finite element approximation
is rather small. The decrease of the hierarchical coefficients from level to level can be used,
of course, to control adaptive grid refinement, but, if it is combined with a tensor product ap-
proach for the higher dimensional case, it can be used for an a priori reduction of the number
of grid points involved in the calculation, too.

In order to illustrate the transition from the well-known regular full gridG(d)n with con-
stant mesh width2�n for each coordinate direction to its corresponding sparse grid~G(d)n , let
us look at the subspace splitting that comes along with hierarchical bases on tensor prod-
uct elements. Figure 1 shows the 1 D case of a piecewise linear hierarchical basis, Fig. 2
illustrates the construction of piecewise bilinear hierarchical basis functions on 2 D tensor
product elements, i. e. quadrilaterals. Note that we use recursive data structures like binary
trees for the representation of our grid functions.

Figure 1: Piecewise linear hierarchical basis and corresponding binary tree
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Figure 2: Tensor product approach for two piecewise bilinear hierarchical basis functions

In Fig. 3, ford = 2, we show a sector of the theoretically infinite scheme of subspaces.
Here, a standard full gridG(2)n with (2n � 1)2 inner grid points corresponds to a square
sector ofn2 subspacesTi1;i2 , andTi1;i2 contains all basis functions with congruent supports
of the same aspect ratio. Obviously, the dimension (i. e. the number of grid points) ofall
subspacesTi1;i2 with i1 + i2 = c is just2c�2. Furthermore, for functionsu continuous on
the unit square�Q, it has been shown that the contribution of allTi1;i2 with i1 + i2 = c to
the interpolant ofu is of the same orderO(2�2c) with respect to theL2- or L1-norm andO(2�c) with regard to theH1-norm, if @4u@x21@x22 and some lower mixed derivatives ofu are

continuous on�Q (see [7, 8, 26, 30]). For generald, analogous results have been shown for
subspacesTi1;:::;id with i1+ :::+ id = c, if @2du@x21:::@x2d and some lower mixed derivatives ofu are

continuous on�Q = [0; 1]d (see [8, 26]). Due to these properties concerning cost (number of
grid points) and benefit (order of approximation), it turns out to be more reasonable to deal
with triangular schemes of subspaces as given in Fig. 4 instead of using square ones. The
grids or patterns of grid points resulting from such triangular sections are called sparse grids.
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Figure 3: Hierarchical subspace decomposition: subspace scheme for full gridsG(2)n (left)
and corresponding pattern of grid points forn = 3 (right). Each square on the left-hand side
shows one subspaceTi1;i2 and is divided into the (equally shaped) supports of this subspace’s
basis functions. The numbers on the right indicate the subspace index of the respective grid
point.

For a formal definition of sparse grids, see [8, 30]. Besides the regular sparse grids that result
from skipping certain subspaces according to Fig. 4, there is a very straightforward access
to adaptive grid refinement. The hierarchical coefficient orhierarchical surplusitself can be
used to indicate the smoothness ofu at the corresponding grid point and, consequently, the
necessity to refine the grid here. Figure 5 shows a regular 2 D sparse grid and an adaptively
refined 3 D one with singularities at the re-entrant corner and along the three edges starting
from there.

Talking about the most important properties of sparse grids, we have at least to look
at the number of grid points involved and at the approximation accuracy in the piecewise
multilinear case. For a detailed analysis, we once again refer to [8, 30].For generald,
the approach described above and illustrated in Fig. 4 leads to regular sparse grids withO(N(log2(N))d�1) grid points, ifN denotes the maximum number of grid points in one
dimension (i. e.,1N is the smallest mesh width occurring). With some modification, sparse
grids withO(N) grid points can be defined, too. Concerning the approximation quality,
the accuracy of the sparse grid interpolant is only slightly deteriorated fromO(N�2) toO(N�2(log2(N))d�1) with respect to theL2- or L1-norm. With regard to theH1-norm,
both the sparse grid interpolant and the finite element approximation to the solution ofthe
given problem are of the orderO(N�1). Thus, we get a number of grid points that is nearly
or even actually independent ofd (a behaviour known from Monte Carlo methods, e. g.), but
we have to pay for it with only a logarithmic loss in accuracy. Therefore, sparse grids are a
very promising approach for many tasks in numerical mathematics [4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12,15,
16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 27] and especially attractive for problems with a large parameterd.
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Figure 4: Hierarchical subspace decomposition: subspace scheme for sparse grids~G(2)n (left)
and corresponding pattern of grid points forn = 3 (right)

Figure 5: Sparse grids: regular example (left) and adaptive one (right)

2 Algorithmic Aspects

In this paper, we deal with finite element discretizations on sparse grids forthe numerical
solution of elliptic partial differential equations. The main algorithmic principle of either
sparse grid method discussed here is the so-calledunidirectionalapproach (cf. [4]), i. e. the
fact that ad-dimensional problem is reduced to the simpler 1 D case via recursion. Thus,
the parameterd can be handled as an input parameter of the code, and all algorithmic work
can be done in just one dimension. The characteristics of this unidirectional concept shall be
discussed in the following.

To solve the arising linear systems, we use iterative schemes like thedamped Jacobi
iteration, a (preconditioned) cg-technique, or a multigrid method. Those schemes areall
based on a routine to computeS � u for the stiffness matrixS and arbitrary input vectorsu.
Since this calculation ofS�u can be separated from the iteration itself, only the matrix-vector-
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product has to be implemented in our recursive data structure. To do this, we needto have
a closer look atS. In a tensor product approach,d-dimensional hierarchical basis functions'i(x1; : : : ; xd) are defined as products of 1 D hierarchical basis functions'i;l(xl); 1 � l � d:'i(x1; : : : ; xd) := dYl=1 'i;l(xl) : (1)

Thus, an entrysi;j of S for the Laplacian, e. g., is of the formsi;j = dXk=1  Isti�i;j;k �Yl 6=k Imassi;j;l ! ; (2)

where Isti�i;j;k := Z
i;k\
j;k @'i;k(xk)@xk � @'j;k(xk)@xk dxk ; (3)Imassi;j;k := Z
i;k\
j;k 'i;k(xk) � 'j;k(xk) dxk ; (4)

and
i;k = supp('i;k(xk)). Obviously, allsi;j are just sums of products ofd 1 D integralsIsti�i;j;k or Imassi;j;k , respectively, and all that has to be done from an algorithmic point of view
is just to provide those integrals for all 1 D basis functions, i. e. for alli andj, and for all
coordinate directionsk.

Actually, for an efficient calculation ofS � u, we must not compute thesi;j themselves,
since we have lost some sparsity ofS due to the use of hierarchical bases, but just the sumsPNj=1 si;juj for 1 � i � N . This is done in a recursive way, such that we get all of those
sums during a few passes through the data structure. In the 1 D case, we start with a vectoru containing the actual solutionui in all grid pointsi and make a copyuu of it. Then,
with u, a top-down-pass (calleddownin the following) through the data structure is done in
hierarchical order, and withuu, we make a bottom-up pass (calledup). Note that, for the
recursive extension, it is important to separate the two collection steps in downandup. After
that,ui contains the sum of all productssi;juj originating from grid pointsj hierarchically
higher thani and fromi itself, anduui contains allsi;juj from grid pointsj hierarchically
lower thani. Finally, u := u + uu provides

PNj=1 si;juj for each grid pointi, andu now
contains the productS � u. Thus, apart from the copy process,S � u is calculated in place,
and, therefore, we need only two variables per grid point or unknown, resp. The underlying
1 D algorithmic scheme of this process is shown in the upper part of Fig. 6. The recursive
extension of the 1 D algorithmic principle to the general case is given by the lower part of
Fig. 6. There, ford = 2, e. g., the grey boxes entitledrec ext have to be replaced by the
1 D scheme. Note that it is important to do the recursive callsbeforethe down, butafter the
up step. Concerning the storage requirement, the influence of the parameterd is very small.
Since we can handle the whole process on the stack, there exist only local copies of parts of
the data structure which are dominated by the copy of thed-dimensional overall structure.

In conclusion, we want to emphasize that the presented unidirectional algorithmicstruc-
ture is independent of whether you work with standard full grids or with sparse grids, and
that it does not depend on the type of hierarchical basis you actually choose. It is just based
upon a hierarchical tensor product approach.
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Figure 6: Scheme of the unidirectional algorithm: one-dimensional (top) and generald-
dimensional case (bottom)

The following three sections deal with different extensions of the applicability of sparse
grids in the p. d. e. context concerning the operators, the domains, and the type of the hi-
erarchical basis. All techniques presented here have been implemented on thebasis of the
unidirectional approach.

3 Discretization of Linear Elliptic Partial Differential Equa-
tions of Second Order

In this section, we want to examine sparse grid discretizations for elliptic Dirichlet boundary
value problems on thed-dimensional unit intervalQ = ]0; 1[d. For a given functionf 2L2(Q) and for the coefficient functionsA 2 (L1(Q))d�d, b 2 (L1(Q))d, c 2 L1(Q)
describing a continuous andH10 -elliptic bilinear form1a : H10 (Q)�H10 (Q) ! R ;(u; v) 7! ZQ ruA(rv)T +rub v + ucv dx ; (5)

we are looking for the solutionu 2 H10 (Q) of the weak equationa(u; v) = ZQ fv dx 8v 2 H10(Q) : (6)

3.1 Discretization on Sparse Grids

Using the function spaceS ~G(d)n of piecewised-linear functions on the sparse grid~G(d)n as an
approximation ofH10 (Q), we arrive at a first finite element discretization of (6): Find the
solutionuh 2 S ~G(d)n of the discretized equation2a(uh; vh) = ZQ Ilin~G(d)n (f)vh dx 8vh 2 S ~G(d)n ; (7)1The bilinear forma is H10 -elliptic, iff the diffusion coefficientA(x) is positive definite for almost allx 2 Q.2Since we use sparse grid discretizations only, we writeuh instead ofu ~G(d)n and, later,ah instead ofa ~G(d)n .
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with the piecewise linear interpolation operator on sparse gridsIlin~G(d)n . If the coefficients of (5)
are constant functions, all integrals involved can be calculated exactly using the technique of
Sect. 2. But, if they are arbitrary functions, it becomes too costly in general or impossible
at all to calculate the resulting stiffness matrix exactly. Thus, a second discretization step is
necessary, now for the bilinear forma.

Therefore, we first introduce thepiecewise constant interpolation operator on sparse
grids (cf. [26]). The 1 D operator is given byIconh : C([0; 1]) ! F([0; 1]) := ff : [0; 1]! Rg ;Iconh (f)(ih+ s) 7! f(ih)+f((i+1)h)2 ; i 2 f0; : : : ; 2n � 1g ; 0 < s � h := 2�n ;Iconh (f)(0) 7! f(0)+f(h)2 ;
and the extension tod dimensions on regular full gridsG(d)n with the grid sizeh = (h1; : : : ; hd) =(2�n1 ; : : : ; 2�nd) is defined as the composition of the 1 D interpolation operators in the re-
spective coordinate directions3IconG(d)n : C( �Q)! F( �Q) ; IconG(d)n := dYi=1 Iconhi :
The piecewise constant interpolation operator on the sparse grid~G(d)n then is defined via the
combination formula(cf. [10, 18, 26])Icon~G(d)n := dXk=1(�1)k+1�d� 1k � 1� Xjmj=n+d�k IconG(d)2�m ; (8)

wherejmj = j(m1; : : : ; md)j := dPi=1mi and2�m = (2�m1; : : : ; 2�md).
A first approach for the discretization of (5) was given in [26] asah(uh; vh) := ZQ ruhIcon~G(d)n (A)(rvh)T +ruhIcon~G(d)n (b) vh + uhIcon~G(d)n (c)vh dx ; (9)

where the coefficient functions ofa are interpolated with piecewise constant functions on
the sparse grid~G(d)n .4 This discretization is easy to handle for theoretical results: In [26], aO(hj loghj(d�1))-convergence in theH1-norm and aO(h1+1=dj loghj(d�1))-convergence in
theL2-norm have been proved. But till now, there are no implementations ford > 2. This
is due to the fact that the occurring integrals have to be calculated over products of three
functions (

R ucv dx, e. g.), instead of over two functions as for the Laplace operator in Sect.
2. Thus, the algorithmic situation has become much harder. In order to get back to thewell-
known situation of Sect. 2, we introduce amixed interpolation operator on sparse grids: For3Note that the full gridG(d)n has the same grid size2�n in each direction, whereas the full gridG(d)n has the
grid size2�ni in the i-th coordinate direction.4The interpolation of vector- and matrix-valued functions is to be read componentwise.
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a given coordinate directionxi, i 2 f1; : : : ; dg, we define the mixed interpolation operator
on regular full grids with the grid sizeh = (h1; : : : ; hd) = (2�n1; : : : ; 2�nd) asIxicon;linG(d)n : C( �Q)! F( �Q) ; Ixicon;linG(d)n := i�1Yk=1 Ilinhk � Iconhi � dYk=i+1 Ilinhk
and on the sparse grid~G(d)n , again, via the combination formulaIxicon;lin~G(d)n := dXk=1(�1)k+1�d� 1k � 1� Xjmj=n+d�k Ixicon;linG(d)n : (10)

Now, we can formulate a second discretization:ah(uh; vh) := ZQ � dXi;j=1 Ixicon;lin~G(d)n (uh;xiAij) vh;xj
(11)+ dXi=1 Ixicon;lin~G(d)n (uh;xibi) vh + Ilin~G(d)n (uh c)vh�dx :

Here, the products of the ansatz functionuh and the coefficient functions are treated as a
single function to be interpolated: the products ofuh;xiAij anduh;xibi are approximated in
the same function space asuh;xi itself, and the productuh c in the same function space asuh.
Thus, this discretization results in integrals over products of only two functions.

But, it has to be noted that, due to the different treatment ofuh andvh in ah(uh; vh), for
a symmetric bilinear forma discretization (11) produces an unsymmetric stiffness matrix.
If all coefficients are constant except the Helmholtz coefficientc, the discretization can be
symmetrized (cf. [23]). Also, whereas the joint approximations of the products areadvan-
tageous for the algorithmic situation, they are disadvantageous for the theoreticaltreatment.
Up to now, we only proved an estimation of the distance between the exact bilinear forma
and the approximated bilinear form (11):ja(uh; vh)� ah(uh; vh)j � hj loghj(d�1)CjjvhjjH1 max1�i�dfjjuh;xijj1; jjuhjj1g :
Using Strang’s first Lemma, this promises aO(hj loghj(d�1))-convergence in theH1-norm,
but the uniform ellipticity ofah (9� > 0 : ah(vh; vh) � �kvhk2H1 8vh 2 S ~G(d)n ) as an
important condition is still an open problem.

3.2 A Numerical Experiment

We consider the homogeneous diffusion equationr � �A(x)(ru)T� = 0 in ]0; 1[2 (12)

with the variable diffusion coefficientA(x) = � cos(�x1) cosh(�x2)= cosh(�) + 2�� 1 00 1 �
8
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Figure 7: Numerical results on regular sparse grids for both the Laplace equation and (12)
using the discretizations (9) and (11)

and the solution u(x1; x2) = sin(�x1) sinh(�x2)= sinh(�) : (13)

Note that this functionu also solves the Laplace equation4u = 0.
The numerical results for both the Laplace equation and (12) are shown in Fig. 7, where

regular sparse grids of increasing depth are used. On the left-hand side we see the conver-
gence results of theH1-error for the discretization (11) of (12) and the Laplace equation, on
the right-hand side those of theL1-error, and, additionally, the convergence results for the
discretization (9) of (12). In comparison with the reference curves one can observe anO(h)-
convergence of theH1-error and anO(h2 log h�1)-convergence of theL1-error. Moreover,
in spite of the additional simplification of discretization (11) in comparison with (9), the
results are nearly the same.

4 Treatment of Boundary Fitted Coordinates

Now, we want to profit from the discretization of the general elliptic operator(5) of the
preceding section in order to deal with more general geometries. This can be doneusing
domain transformation techniques. LetP � Rd be a simply connected domain5 – the so-
calledphysical domain. Then, we are interested in the solutionu 2 H10 (P) of (6) onP.

4.1 The Governing Equation in Generalized Coordinates

To be able to treat the equation on the curvilinear bounded domainP, we introduce a new
coordinate system – thegeneralizedor boundary fitted coordinates. Thus, first, we have to
find a C1-diffeomorphism (C1-invertible mapping) : �Q ! �P, x 7! � =  (x), which
maps the unit interval�Q = [0; 1]d – the so-calledcomputational domain– one-to-one onto
the physical domain�P. The coordinate systemx in Q is called thegeneralizedcoordinate
system, and a coordinate line in�Q is mapped onto a curvilinear coordinate line in�P (cf.5We consider adomainas an open connected set. As we use inQ the coordinatesx (and(x; y), (x; y; z) in
2 D, 3 D, resp.), we use inP the coordinates� (and(�; �), (�; �; �) in 2 D, 3 D, resp.).
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Fig. 8). Thus, we can identify the generalized coordinate system in�Q with a curvilinear
coordinate system in�P.

Now, we want to solve the transformed equationa�(û; v̂) = ZQ f �v̂ dx 8v̂ 2 H10 (Q) (14)

with the new bilinear forma� : H10 (Q)�H10 (Q) ! R ;(û; v̂) 7! ZQ rûA�(rv̂)T +rû b� v̂ + ûc�v̂ dx :
Here, we use the notation and new coefficientsĝ(x) := g �  (x) ; a composed function;A�(x) := J�1 (x) (A �  (x)) J�T (x) j detJ (x)j ;b�(x) := J�1 (x) (b �  (x)) j detJ (x)j ;c�(x) := (c �  (x)) j detJ (x)j ; f �(x) := (f �  (x)) j detJ (x)j ;J = (@ i@xj )i;j=1;::;d ; the Jacobian matrix of ; (15)

(cf. [12, 24]). Equation (14) now is formulated onQ, and an approximation̂uh on sparse
grids of its solution̂u 2 H10 (Q) can be calculated numerically using the discretization (11)
of the preceding section. Then, the approximation of the solution of the original problem is
provided byuh := ûh �  �1 :
4.2 Grid Generation on Sparse Grids

The remaining problem is to find a suitable mapping : �Q ! �P which maps thed-
dimensional unit interval�Q onto the physical domain�P. Since we have focused on algebraic
mapping techniques for the 2 D case in [12], here, we want to extend our considerations to
algebraic mapping techniques for the 3 D (dD) case and elliptic grid generation techniques.

10



Let the geometric description of the physical domain�P be given in terms of its boundary,
i. e. for the 2 D case in terms of its four parametrized boundary linesbx0 : [0; 1]! @P ; x 7! bx0(x) ; bx1 : [0; 1]! @P ; x 7! bx1(x) ;b0y : [0; 1]! @P ; y 7! b0y(y) ; b1y : [0; 1]! @P ; y 7! b1y(y) ; (16)

and for the 3 D case analogously in terms of its six parametrized boundary surfacesbxy0(x; y),bxy1(x; y), bx0z(x; z), bx1z(x; z), b0yz(y; z), andb1yz(y; z). Then in 2 D, a mapping : �Q!�P has to be found with the boundary conditions (x; 0) = bx0(x) ;  (x; 1) = bx1(x) 8x 2 [0; 1] ; (0; y) = b0y(y) ;  (1; y) = b1y(y) 8y 2 [0; 1] : (17)

The case of three spatial dimensions can again be treated analogously.

4.2.1 Transfinite Interpolation.

One of the most popular algebraic mapping techniques is thetransfinite interpolation(cf. [13,
14]). In 2 D, this method is defined by (x; y) := n(1� y) bx0(x) + y bx1(x)o+ n(1� x) b0y(y) + x b1y(y)o�n(1� y)(1� x) b0y(0) + (1� y)x b1y(0)+y(1� x) b0y(1) + yx b1y(1)o ; (18)

and in 3 D, the corresponding formula consists of 26 summands.
In our sparse grid context, this interpolation method is intrinsic, since it is equivalent to

thed-linear hierarchical interpolation from the boundary. Thus, there is no need for anad-
ditional implementation of higher dimensional transfinite interpolation formulas.A further
advantage is that grid controlling techniques like the multisurface method in [12]easily can
be included. In Fig. 9, the folding grid (a) has been improved by prescribing the location of
the interior grid line (x = 1=2; y). The same grid as in Fig. 9 (b) can be achieved by using
block structuring.

The drawback of such controlling techniques is that the Jacobian matrixJ becomes
discontinuous due to bucklings in the coordinate lines inP. Using interpolation methods,
discontinuities inJ also arise if there are bucklings at the boundary (cf. Fig. 15).

4.2.2 Numerical Experiments.

As a first example, we consider the equation�r � (A(ru)T ) +ru b+ cu = f (19)

on the 3 D domainP shown in Fig. 10. The grid onP was generated by the transfinite
interpolation method. The coefficients areA(�) = 0BB@ 4 + sin(2��1) + sin(2��2) sin(��1�2�3)=2 �1�2sin(��1�2�3)=2 4 + sin(2��1�2) 0�1�2 0 4 + sin(2��1) + sin(2��2)+ sin(2��3) 1CCA ;

11



(a) (b)

Figure 9: A folding grid produced by transfinite interpolation (left) and an improved grid by
prescribing the location of the interior grid line (x = 1=2; y) (right)

Figure 10: Physical domainP of problem (19)

b(�) = 0@ 12 + 4(1� 2�2) sin(2��1)3 + 4(1� 2�1) cos(2��2�3) 1A ; c(�) = 7 +p1 + e�1+�2+�3 ;
and the right-hand sidef and the Dirichlet boundary conditions are chosen in such a way
thatu(�) = sin(��1) sin(��2) sin(��3) solves (19). In Fig. 11, the numerical results for theH1- andL1-error of discretization (11) are shown.

In the second numerical experiment, we consider the 2 D Laplace equation onP as in
Fig. 12, left, with a sigularity at the boundary point (0,1/2). The boundary conditions are
chosen in such a fashion thatu(�1; �2) = Re(p�1 + i�2) solves this equation (cf. Fig. 12,
middle). The numerical grid onPwas generated by transfinite interpolation, which provides
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Figure 11: Numerical results on regular sparse grids for (19) by discretization (11)

Figure 12: Adaptive grid with 5237 grid points (left), the solution functionu (middle), and
the error function on a coarser grid using 151 grid points (right) for the Laplace equation
with a sigularity on the boundary

a new diffusion coefficientA� with nonzero components only in the diagonal:A�(x1; x2) =  4=�(1 + 4x2) 00 �(1 + 4x2)=4 ! :
The approximate solutionuh was calculated on adaptive sparse grids with decreasing bounds" for the hierarchical surplusses of the approximate solution (minimizing theL2- andL1-
error). This results in an adaptive grid refinement near the singularity, where the error func-
tion u� uh has its maximum (cf. Fig. 12, right). In Fig. 13, theO(h2 logh�1) behaviour of
both theL2- and theL1-error can be seen.

4.2.3 Elliptic Grid Generation.

To avoid such discontinuities as they were mentioned in the section about transfinite interpo-
lation and to gain smooth interior grids, one often uses elliptic grid generation.The simplest
elliptic grid generator is the so-called AH grid generator based on the Dirichlet boundary
value problem for the Laplace equation4 = 4� = 0, with boundary conditions like (17)
(cf. [1]). But, for nonconvex domains�P, the generated grids are folded in general. To ensure
nonfolding grids (i. e. a bijective mapping ) the Winslow generator can be used (cf. [28]).
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Figure 13: Numerical results on adaptive sparse grids for the Laplace equation with a sigu-
larity on the boundary by discretization (11)

Here, the inverse mapping �1 is required to be harmonic, i. e.4 �1 = 4x = 0 : Since the
computational domainQ is convex, Rado’s Theorem from the theory of harmonic mapping
guarantees in the 2 D case that the mapping itself is a diffeomorphism (cf. [25], e. g.). But,
for the numerical calculation, the above equation has to be inverted, which results in a quasi-
linear and coupled system ofd equations for = ( 1; : : : ;  d)T (cf. [28]). This nonlinearity
and coupling is the major drawback of this (often used) method, because substantiallymore
work has to be invested in the numerical solution of these equations. Further, a guarantee
for nonfolding grids can only be given for 2 D domains, because an extension of Rado’s
Theorem to domains of higher spatial dimensions is not known. Additionally, grid control-
ling techniques are based on special control functions on the right-hand side of the elliptic
equations above, and they often require user intervention, experience, and skill (cf. [24]).

These problems in generating smooth nonfolding grids in the interior of a domain and
the lack of user-friendly grid controlling techniques for elliptic grid generators motivate the
introduction of ahybrid methodwhich combines the easy control mechanism of interpolation
methods with the smooth grids and low costs (in relation to the Winslow generator) of an
AH elliptic grid generator.

We start with an arbitrary givenC2-diffeomorphism = ( 1; : : : ;  d)T : Q! P which
maps the computational domainQ ontoP. Then, the coordinates i(x), i 2 f1; : : : ; dg, are
solutions of the elliptic equations in divergence form6rx � (j det(J )jJ�1 J�T (rx i)T ) = 0 onQ =]0; 1[d ; i 2 f1; : : : ; dg : (20)

Concerning the transformation formula (15), these equations simply are the transformations
of the trivial equations4� = (4��i; : : : ;4��d) = 0 onP to the according equations onQ.

An important implication of (20) is that every grid generation method is equivalent to a
certain elliptic method. I. e., for a given mapping : �Q! �P, we get the Dirichlet problemrx � (A�(rx'i)T ) = 0 ; i 2 f1; : : : ; dg ; in Q =]0; 1[d ; (21a)

with the boundary conditions'(x1; ::; �xi; ::; xd) =  (x1; ::; �xi; ::; xd) ; i 2 f1; : : : ; dg ; �xi 2 f0; 1g (21b)6For clarity, we use the notationsrx = (@=@x1; : : : ; @=@xd) and4� = @2=@�21 + : : :+ @2=@�2d.
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A�11 = det(J ) A�22 A�12 = A�21 smoothedA�12 = A�21
Figure 14: The component functions ofA� in (22)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 15: Comparison: (a) AH elliptic grid, (b) Winslow elliptic grid, (c) transfinite inter-
polation grid, (d) hybrid grid

and the diffusion coefficient A� = j det(J )jJ�1 J�T : (21c)

For the solution' of this problem,' �  holds. If we fix the boundary conditions (21b),
the new coordinates' only depend onA�, and we get a starting point for grid controlling
via the interpolation method, e. g. But, also for nonsmooth gridlines we get a startingpoint
to improve the grid. In (21a), bucklings in the coordinate lines are coupled directly with
discontinuities inA� of (21c). Thus, to reach a smooth coordinate system' from (21a), we
have to smooth the diffusion coefficientA�.

As an example, we consider the physical domainP shown in Fig. 15. Then, the transfi-
nite interpolation (18) results in the discontinuous coefficient matrixA� = 0B@ det(J ) (1� y)sign(12 � x)(1� y)sign(12 � x) (1� y)2 + 1det(J ) 1CA ; det(J ) = 12 + jx� 12 j: (22)

The component functions ofA� are shown in Fig. 14, and one can see that the buckling in
the coordinate lines (x; y = const) results in discontinuous partial derivatives inx-direction
of the componentsA�11 andA�22 and in the component functionsA�12 = A�21 themselves. To
reach aC1-coordinate system', we smooth the componentsA�12 = A�21 to continuous (and
piecewise linear) functions (cf. Fig. 14, right). This results in the grid shown in Fig. 15 (d).
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5 Hierarchical Bases of Higher Order

Up to now, we have only dealt with piecewise multilinear and piecewise constant hierarchical
bases. In the following, we introduce hierarchical polynomial bases of piecewisearbitrary
degree in each coordinate direction that allow us to combine the efficiency of sparse grids
(which, in some sense, can be seen as a method of higher order themselves) and their intrinsich-adaptivity (cf. Sect. 1) with the improved approximation qualities of higher order basis
functions. Thus, in spite of a quite different approach, there are close relations to thep- andh-p-versions of the finite element method [2, 3, 19, 20, 31].

5.1 Construction and Properties of the Hierarchical Bases

A first step towards higher order techniques on sparse grids has been done by Störtkuhl [27].
There, the main emphasis is put on the solution of the 2 D biharmonic equation�2u = 0. In
order to getC1-elements, a piecewise cubic hierarchical Hermite basis is defined. Since the
values of both the function and of its first derivative have to be fixed, this approach leads to2d degrees of freedom per grid point for the generald-dimensional case.

In [9], the hierarchical Lagrangian interpolation, an alternative choice of hierarchical
polynomials based onC0-elements with still one degree of freedom per grid point, has been
presented and studied in detail ford = 2 andp = 2. Now, we want to extend the principle
of the hierarchical Lagrangian interpolation to arbitrary values ofd andp. Since our tensor
product approach provides us withd-dimensional functions if 1 D functions are defined, we
can restrict ourselves to this simpler case for the following explanations.

Obviously, there is exactly one quadratic polynomial'i that fulfils'i(xi) = 1; 'i(xi � hi) = 'i(xi + hi) = 0 (23)

and that can be used, consequently, as a quadratic hierarchical basis function in grid pointxi
with the support[xi � hi; xi + hi]. But, for some'i of a degreep > 2, additional degrees
of freedom must be fixed. For the construction of a spline interpolant, e. g., those degrees
of freedom are invested in more smoothness. However, since we want to workwith C0-
elements, we usethat 'i with support[xi � hi; xi + hi] and'i(xi) = 1 that is part of the
polynomial of degreep with zeroes at the support’s two boundary points and at thep � 2
next direct hierarchical ancestorsxk of xi, with respect to the hierarchical ordering of the
grid points or associated subspaces (cf. Figs. 1, 3, and 4). Note that those ancestors xk are
situatedoutsidethe support; they are only used to construct'i. Consequently, we get just
one degree of freedom in each grid point, and there is only a subspace of the space of all
piecewise polynomials of degreep that can be represented.

Figure 16 illustrates the quartic case. Here, the actual grid point isxi = �0:75, and, due
to the hierarchical relations of the points given by the right-hand side of Fig. 16, the four
ancestors used for the hierarchical interpolation are�1;�0:5; 0, and1. The left-hand part of
Fig. 16, finally, shows the whole resulting interpolant (dotted line) and the part of it that is
afterwards used as the hierarchical basis function inxi (solid line).

There are several interesting consequences of this construction. First, since the relative
position of the different zeroes of'i depends on the hierarchical position of its corresponding
grid pointxi, we get more than one different type of basis functions forp > 2. Actually,
there are two different (but symmetric) basis functions of degree 3, four of degree4, and, in
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Figure 16: Construction of a hierarchical basis function of degree 4 by hierarchicalLa-
grangian interpolation (left) and corresponding hierarchical structure of the grid points
(right)

general,2p�2 of degreep. Figure 17 shows the basis functions forp = 2 andp = 3, Fig. 18
illustrates the situation forp = 4, where we get two pairs of symmetric polynomials.

Figure 17: Hierarchical basis functions forp = 2 andp = 3 (different scaling for reasons of
clarity): construction via hierarchical interpolation (left) and used restriction to the respective
hierarchical support (right)

Second, though our approach is based on a simple Lagrangian interpolation without any
influence on the position of the respective nodal points, we get no numerical problems due
to oscillations, since only a small and uncritical part of the resulting interpolant is taken into
account. As it can be seen in Fig. 19, the shape of the different basis functions does not
change that much even for largerp. I. e., there are only slight changes in the basis functions
when we switch fromp to p + 1, e. g. Therefore, we can expect an only moderate influence
of p on the condition of the stiffness matrix (cf. the discussion and Fig. 21 in Sect.5.2).

A third remark concerns the dependency ofp in xi on the hierarchical level ofxi. Since
we need points outside'i’s support ifp > 2, it is clear that for the point on level 1, e. g. (i. e.xi = 0:5 for Q =]0; 1[), no basis function withp > 2 can be constructed. Thus, degreep can
only be used starting from levelp � 1 (i. e. i1 � p � 1 for the subspace indexi1; cf. Sect.
1). Consequently, the exact representation of a polynomialu of degreep, e. g., at least needs
the existence of levelp � 1 and a total of2p�1 + 1 grid points in 1 D, which is a difference
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Figure 18: Hierarchical basis functions forp = 4 (different scaling for reasons of clarity):
construction via hierarchical interpolation (left) and used restriction to the respective hierar-
chical support (right)

Figure 19: Resulting hierarchical basis forG(1)4 andpmax = 5 (different scaling)

between our approach andp-version-type methods.
Now, let us turn to some aspects of the implementation of our method that clearly show

its efficiency. First of all, there are no changes in the data structure in comparison with the
piecewise multilinear case. We still only store the hierarchical coefficient in each grid point,
which, again, leads to an overall storage requirement of about2 �M , whereM denotes the
number of grid points andM = O(N(log2(N))d�1) (cf. Sects. 1 and 2). The algorithmic
handling of the different polynomials is done in 1 D procedures only and is organized on the
stack. I. e., there are local vectors of polynomial coefficients or of integrals ofthe lengthp + 1 which are passed on during the recursiveup anddownprocedures described in Sect.
2. Thus, for a sparse grid~G(d)n of depthn and a fixed maximum degreepmax, there is only an
additional storage ofO(n � (pmax + 1)) = O(log2(N) � (pmax + 1)) for the stack. Since we
use a classical Taylor representationa 2 Rpmax+1 for all occurring basis functions and local
interpolantsf(x), f(x) = pmaxXk=0 ak � xkk! ; (24)

an adaptive treatment ofp can be easily achieved by omitting the leading coefficientap or
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by taking into account a newap+1, resp., if suitable criteria for such a process are developed.
However, up to now, no experiments with an adaptive handling ofp have been done. Finally,
in order to avoid repeated calculations with our basis polynomials, we compute theTaylor
coefficients of each basis function'i and the integralsZsupp('i) 'i(x)xkk! dx ; 0 � k � pmax ; (25)

during a setup phase before the iteration. The values (25) are important for a cheap calcu-
lation of the occurring finite element integrals. Due to the2p�2 different basis polynomi-
als of degreep, we get an additional storage requirement ofO(2pmax � (pmax + 1)). Sincepmax � n + 1 for ~G(d)n due to the hierarchical Lagrangian approach and sincepmax � n for
reasonable applications with biggern, both termsn � (pmax + 1) and2pmax � (pmax + 1) de-
pending onpmax are significantly smaller than the about2 �M variables for the data structure
itself. Consequently, there is only a slight influence of the polynomial degree on the overall
storage requirement.

Concerning the number of arithmetic operations, the only part of the algorithm wherep
is important is the updating and passing of the vectorsa of lengthp + 1 to grid points on
the next lower or higher level, resp. For thedownprocess of Sect. 2, this is equivalent to a
multiplication a(son) := T �D � a(father) ; (26)

for theupprocess, the updating and passing corresponds toa(father) := D � T T � a(son) ; (27)

whereD 2 R(p+1)�(p+1) represents a diagonal scaling, andT 2 R(p+1)�(p+1) is an upper
triangular Toeplitz matrix. Note that bothD andT are constant matrices that do neither
depend on the actual grid point nor on the hierarchical level. From (26) and (27), it follows
that the number of arithmetic operations is of the orderO(p2) in each grid point. Thus, if we
work with a fixed maximum degreepmax, we get a total ofO(M �p2max) = O(N(log2(N))d�1�p2max) operations for the product of the stiffness matrixS with a given solutionu. However,
if on each levell degreep := l + 1 is applied with no limit forp, the result is a total ofO(M � (log2(N))2) = O(N(log2(N))d+1) operations.

Finally, after studying the storage requirement and the computational cost of our algo-
rithm, we must have a look at the quality of the underlying sparse grid finite elementap-
proximation. Analogously to the quadratic case, where for~G(d)n an interpolation accuracy ofO(N�3(log2(N))d�1) = O(h3jlog2(h)jd�1) with respect to theL2- and theL1-norm and an
approximation accuracy ofO(N�2) = O(h2) with respect to theH1-norm have been proved,
if @3du@x31:::@x3d and lower mixed derivatives ofu are continuous on�Q (cf. [9]), we can show or-

ders ofO(hp+1jlog2(h)jd�1) orO(hp), resp., for the general (non-p-adaptive) situation of a
degreep. The proof follows [9], but gets a bit more technical due to the increasing number
of types of basis functions for largerp. The smoothness requirements have to be increased
in a corresponding way, and we need now continuous mixed derivatives up to@(p+1)du@xp+11 :::@xp+1d .

Note that, of course, the intrinsich-adaptivity of sparse grids is not influenced or reduced by
our higher order approach.
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5.2 A Numerical Example

As a simple example and model problem, we study the Laplace equation in two dimensions
on the unit squareQ with the Dirichlet boundary conditions given in (13). To solve the
resulting linear system, a multigrid algorithm based on a damped Jacobi smoothingon ~G(2)n
and successive coarse grid correction steps on the regular full grids with mesh widthshx =2�i1 andhy = 2�i2 for i1+ i2 = n+1 and fori1 = i2 � n=2 has been used. Figure 20 shows
the behaviour of theL1-errork~e(2)n k1 on the regular sparse grids~G(2)n and the factors�n of
error reduction,�n := k~e(2)n+1k1=k~e(2)n k1, for increasingn and2 � p � 6. For degreep, the
approximation quality turns out to be a little bit worse than the orderO(hp+1) = O(2�n(p+1))
of the full grid case, which is due to the additional logarithmic factor typical forsparse grids.
Nevertheless, the higher order approximation properties can be seen clearly.

Figure 20:L1-error on ~G(2)n (left) and factors�n of error reduction (right) for variousn andp
Finally, Fig. 21 shows the spectral condition number of the diagonally preconditioned

stiffness matrix for different regular sparse grids~G(2)n and2 � p � 6. In comparison with
the behaviour known from hierarchical polynomials in ap- or h-p-version context (cf. [31],
e. g.), the influence of the polynomial degree on the condition number turns out to be quite
moderate. This was to be expected, because, due to the fact that we only use a small part
of the respective hierarchical interpolants as our actual basis function, the shape of the basis
functions does not differ that much (cf. Fig. 19, e. g.).

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented unidirectional algorithms for two important issues in the context
of sparse grid finite element discretizations of elliptic partial differential equations. Con-
cerning the class of equations that can be tackled, we extended the discretization to the gen-
eral linear elliptic differential operator of second order on thed-dimensional unit interval.
This extension enables us to deal with more general geometries using domain transforma-
tion techniques. Furthermore, we presented two grid generation methods, the transfinite
interpolation as the intrinsic method for sparse grids and a hybrid method which produces
smooth grids. Concerning the underlying hierarchical basis, we presented a strategy how
to defined-dimensional hierarchical tensor product bases of piecewise arbitrary polynomial
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Figure 21: Condition of the (diagonally preconditioned) stiffness matrix for sparse gridsG(2)n
degree. This approach opens the way to some kind ofp-adaptivity, if suitable criteria for the
adaptive handling ofp are developed. Since the construction, handling, and storage of our
polynomial bases are very simple and cheap, our approach provides a very promising access
to finite element methods of higher order on sparse grids. The focus of the future work will
be to bring together the different algorithmic concepts that have been developed so far in the
sparse grid area in order to get an efficient solver with a broad area of application.
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